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Pablo MONTERO LLANO 

 

Tyrannical Love 

Tyrannical Love, who whiplashed ignorance 

Don’t let love escape through your little grooves 

Of ignorance. 

Whimsical love, don’t you sneak in the corners 

Of a love without filters 

/ Of love or any sort of woe. 

 

Tyrannical Love, don’t be hideous 

Don’t be righteous 

Be just you 
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Don’t be love being Tyrannical 

Hysterically sneaking 

In every corner of a room 

In every mark of a wound. 

Don’t be just you  - not being tyrannical  

again. 

 

 
 
 
We kept on walking 

The ground still bearing us on its soil 

The pass of time being overlooked 

And the land never stopped talking. 

 

The fumes got along with the eyes 

As the lens did with our sight 

Some utter variation, remainless shift 

And the land never stopped talking. 

 

Steps that mount up / wounds that store in 

Tyres that went broke – they spoke 

Flat tired of the harshness of this land 

Why does it keep on talking? 

It never ceased 

                           Paying no attention to what 

We should say 

One keeps on walking / unheard the sound 

Nor make it sound 

The land never stopped talking. 

 
 
Hveragerði, Iceland 

 29 / 06 / 2015 
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Take for granted that I will grant your life 

Not a wish – something you preserve 

And let die in your mind 

As you put a spell on the lamp. 

 

It was not a wish you were granted 

For it is not blinking 

It got me thinking you were right 

And I was granted being a fool  

A fool who could not make you wish 

A fool who could not cast any spell 

A fool in thought 

A fool in deed 

Indeed a fool. 

 

 
 
Christmas Wandering 

 

Leap to the cold 

Snow treads on snow 

Flakes heap and stock 

The unborn is no longer undone. 

 

Sirens arrive in the salt pile 

Look up to their beloved most sailor 

The circle came full and 

the sand got swallowed 

by turquoise waters. 

 

Wood embraced my limbs 

The fire hereon brought to life 
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Let the sisters and the brothers 

Open mouths and trigger smiles. 

 

There were presents, there were soldiers 

Whose intentions aroused 

whose propellers showed 

magic was thrown. 
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